Building the Digital Future with DDI Development
Who We Are

**DDI Development** is a software engineering firm providing bespoke technology solutions for customers worldwide.

We help companies to meet their business goals in the digital world with a proven methodology and engineering excellence.

**DDI Development** is an international team of agile professionals located in Germany, Poland and Ukraine.

15
Years On The Market

80+
Employees

250+
Projects

150
Clients From The USA And EU
Services

Software Engineering

- Product Engineering
- Digital Transformation
- Web Development
- AI Development
- Mobile App Development
- UI/UX Design
- QA And Testing

Global Staff Augmentation

- Dedicated Development Team
- IT Staff Augmentation

Recruiting Development Hub

- Recruitment Process Outsourcing (RPO)
- Dedicated Recruiting Teams
## Technology Stack

**Web technologies**
- Laravel
- Symfony
- Django
- Node.js
- Angular.js
- React
- Vue.js
- HTML
- CSS

**Development Languages**
- Python
- PHP
- JavaScript
- Go

**Mobile Development**
- iOS
- Android
- React Native
- Xamarin
- Flutter

**Databases**
- MySQL
- MS SQL Server
- MongoDB
- PostgreSQL

**Clouds**
- AWS
- Azure
- Google Cloud
- DigitalOcean

**Devops tools**
- Docker
- Kubernetes
- Ansible
- Terraform

**Deployment**
- Jenkins
- TeamCity
- CircleCI
- Gitlab CI
How We Work

Engagement Models

After reaching out to us, our manager will propose to you one of the following models of cooperation:

**Time And Materials**
Recommended for dynamic middle-size and large projects, and for consulting. It is flexible in terms of work schedule and the variety of experts involved.

**Fixed Price**
Recommended for middle-size projects, where the requirements of the project are clearly defined. You will be provided with accurate time frames for the delivery of particular milestones.

**Dedicated Team**
We gather an expert software development team for your case. Recommended for product companies that need to augment their tech team with offshore developers, or gather a standalone reliable tech team for support and development of the product or a particular part of it.
DDI Development has been invaluable technology partners in helping to develop and grow the Notesmaster network of e-learning websites.

We have found their team dedicated, experienced and flexible in accommodating our needs and look forward to a long a rewarding partnership as we expand.

Dean Dundas, Project Director

It was a pleasure to work with DDI Development. They were great communicators and managed the project well.

On the whole, DDI Development has a very talented team, and I look forward to working on future projects with them in the future.

Paul Solomon, Project Director

DDI Development is the trusted software development partner for all our digital projects. They empower us to focus less on project management and more on the needs of our customers. Together we build complex SaaS platforms.

Marco Dallatomasina, Project Director
Our Customers Say

**Floris Hoppe**, Founder

**DDI Development** has helped us to fix many of the problems on both the frontend and the backend of the site. They managed to fix the issues where other developers had failed.

We found a perfect technical partner with **DDI Development**.

---

**Hakon Olav Dahle**, Product Manager

Thanks to **DDI Development** company for stepping up to the challenge and deliver according to expectations.

---

**Florian de Miramon**, Project Director

It has been a pleasure to work with **DDI Development** during the last two years. We have been staffed with fully operational & qualified developers and have worked with them in a very trusting state of mind.
Management Team

Andrey Davidov
CEO

Denis Grankin
COO

Alex Nikiforov
VP

Alex Kutsenko
CMO
Let’s Start Discussion

Contact Info

📞 +48 22 389 7711
✉️ info@ddi-dev.com
🔗 ddi-dev.com

Our office

📍 Humańska 8, Warszawa, Poland
📍 Wadowicka 6, Kraków, Poland

Follow us

📸 Facebook
🔗 LinkedIn